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 5. Three from:

  Word: depart Meaning: to leave

  Word: defrost Meaning: to thaw

  Word: depend Meaning: to rely upon

  Word: despair Meaning: feeling hopeless

  Word: deduct Meaning: to take away

  Word: defuse  Meaning: to remove the fuse 
from or make less dangerous

  Word: deflate Meaning: to let the air out of

  Word: destroy Meaning: to break or ruin

 6.  Any words with correct spelling and use of 
the prefix ‘pre-’, for example:

  a) preview b) preteen

Page 13: Characteristics
The learners do the activity as described on 
page 12.

Page 14: Describing a character
Answers will vary, depending on which character 
is used, for example for Cinderella:

 1. Looks Behaviour Feelings
pretty hard-

working
sadness as her 
father had died

beautiful tired feeling sorry for 
herself as she is left 
with her evil 
stepmother and 
stepsisters

tatty, 
worn 
clothes 
with 
patches

worn out longing to go to the 
ball

sitting 
slumped in 
a chair

helplessness

exhausted

Unit 1A: Stories with familiar 
settings
Page 9: The parts of a story
 1.  Answers will vary, depending on which books 

have been read, for example for The Diary of a 
Killer Cat:

Name of book The Diary of a Killer Cat
Main character A cat called Tuffy
Setting A family home
Plot A cat is accused of killing a 

bunny
Theme Home

Family
Appearances can be deceptive

Favourite part of 
the story

Personal response

What would you 
change in the 
story?

Personal response

 2. Answers will vary, for example:

Tuffy is a bad cat. He is sneaky
He is sly
He causes trouble for the family

Tuffy is a hero. He has to work hard
He is misunderstood

Page 11: Prefi xes
 1. beginning
 2. a) unfit b) undo c) disappear

  d) untrue e) unfair f) unhappy

 3.  Any words with correct spelling and use of 
the prefix ‘un-‘ or ‘dis-‘, for example:

  a) unadventurous ungrateful

  b) disagree disqualify

 4. 
Root word Add ‘re-‘ New meaning

build rebuild to make something 
again

arrange rearrange to change the 
order of something

tell retell to explain or say 
something again or 
in a different way
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 2.  Cinderella is pretty – beautiful, even – despite 
her tatty, worn and patched clothes. She is hard-
working, which makes her tired and worn out 
and so she sits slumped in a chair exhausted. 
She feels sad as her father has died and she is 
left with her evil stepmother and stepsisters, 
and she feels helpless as she longs to go to the 
ball but the decision to go is out of her hands.

Page 16: Using direct speech
 1. a) “Look over there,” said David
  b) “Why can’t I help?” said the small boy.
  c) “Someone spilt the milk,” said her mother.
  d) “It’s dark outside,” she said.
  e) “Hurry up, we’re late,” said Kate.
 2.  The learners should see how the meanings are 

altered.

Page 18: Using paragraphs

Page 20: Describing using senses
The learners play the game as described on page 19.

Page 21: Describing using senses
The learners describe a familiar setting; see page 
19 under ‘Main activities’ for examples.

Page 23: Planning a story
The learners should follow the sequence created 
on photocopiable page 18.

Page 25: Writing a story using a 
plan
The learners who need support can use this frame 
to plan their story, as explained on page 24.

Page 27: The author’s checklist
Success criteria to help the learners improve their story.

Page 29: Stories with familiar 
settings
 1. Answers will vary, for example:

  b)  Tuffy watched Dad closely as he began 
boarding up the cat flap using some cuts 
of wood from the shed and whacking 
enormous nails in with a hammer.

  c)  Tuffy felt so sad and confused as he had 
brought ‘gifts’ into the house for the 
family and their reaction was certainly not 
what he had expected.

Page 32: Finding information in 
instructions
The learners collect information about different 
sets of instructions, for example for the 
instructions on photocopiable page 31:

Type of 
instructions:

recipe how to do 
something

safety 
instructions

Title or aim: Grilled 
cheese 
on toast

how to 
clean your 
teeth

How to 
cross the 
road safely

Includes a 
‘you will 
need’ list?

yes yes no

Includes 
pictures or 
diagrams?

yes yes yes

Is written in 
the order 
you have to 
do the tasks?

yes yes yes

Includes 
numbered 
or bullet 
points?

yes – 
both

no
yes – 
numbered 
points

Is in an 
easy-to-read 
layout, in 
sections?

yes no yes

 2.  Any sentence with correctly punctuated direct 
speech, for example:

  “Tuffy sat on the rug,” said Dad.

 3. •  Use of speech marks to show which part of 
the sentence is being said.

• Punctuation goes inside the speech marks.
• Start a new line for each new person 

speaking.
• State who is speaking, unless it is obvious.

 4.  The learners write a description of your 
school’s playground using the senses.

Unit 1B: Instructions
Page 31: Identifying instructions
The learners discuss the examples of non-fiction 
texts, as explained on page 30.
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Page 37: Prefi x bingo
The learners play the game as described on page 36.

Page 38: Bossy verbs
Answers will vary, for example:

A 
playground 

game

A 
recipe

A set of 
directions

Instructions 
for making 
something 

out of paper
hop cook take bend
jump whisk walk cut
move stir go paint
stretch boil continue rotate
run spoon face tear
skip bake turn fold
step add score
relax pour draw
crouch fry colour

fill
beat
mix

Some verbs could be placed in more than one 
category, for example ‘stretch’, ‘take’, ‘turn’.

Page 40: How to make a paper 
helicopter
Answers will vary; see the explanation under 
‘Main activities’ on page 39.

Page 42: Game instructions
The learners write instructions as described on 
page 41.

Page 44: Banana pancakes
Answers will vary; see the explanation under 
‘Main activities’ on page 43. A correct order 
could be:

You will need: 125 g flour, 150 ml milk, 1 egg, a 
knob of butter, 1 banana, a dollop of honey
Weigh out all the dry ingredients.
Whisk the flour, milk and egg together until you 
get a smooth batter.
Safety: Ask an adult to help with the cooking 
using a hot pan.
Melt a small amount of butter in a frying pan.
Pour a small amount of the batter into the hot 
pan.
Cook the pancake for approximately 2 minutes 
on each side.
Serve with sliced banana and honey.

Page 46: Instructions planning 
frame
The learners use this frame to plan their story, as 
explained on page 45.

Consists of 
short, simple 
sentences?

yes no no

Any other 
interesting 
elements:

includes 
an extra 
piece of 
advice 
at the 
end 
(‘Don’t 
forget 
to turn 
off the 
grill!’)

—

each 
numbered 
point 
includes 
more than 
one piece of 
advice

Page 34: Mixed-up instructions: 
Making cupcakes
Correct order:

How to make chocolate chip cupcakes
You will need:
butter, sugar, flour, a lightly beaten egg, 
chocolate chips, muffin tin and paper cases.
First, pre-heat the oven to 180 degrees.
Beat the butter and sugar together until light 
and fluffy.
Add the egg to the butter and sugar.
Stir in the chocolate chips.
Fold in one spoonful of flour at a time to the 
mixture.
Spoon the mixture into paper cases and put in 
the oven for 15–20 minutes.

Take them out of the oven and allow to cool.

Eat and enjoy!

The learners should also add relevant diagrams 
and illustrations.

Page 35: Mixed-up instructions: 
Making a shaker
How to make a musical shaker
You will need: any small empty plastic container 
with a lid, sticky tape, a spoonful of dried peas 
or lentils, coloured stickers or marker pens or 
other art materials to decorate.
• Choose a container with a fitted lid.
• Pour a spoonful of dried peas or lentils into 

the container.
• Carefully put the lid on and seal it using 

sticky tape.
• Decorate the outside of the container with a 

pattern using coloured stickers, marker pens, 
feathers or anything else and shake it!

The learners should add relevant diagrams and 
illustrations.
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Page 48: Success criteria for 
instructions
Success criteria to help the learners write a set of 
instructions.

Page 50: Writing instructions
Answers will vary, for example:

 1. Put on an apron and wash your hands.

 2. Beat the egg in a bowl.

 3. Cut the sliced bread diagonally.

 4.  Dip the bread into the egg, ensuring the egg 
has soaked into both slices.

 5.  Pour oil into the frying pan and heat it up 
over a medium heat.

 6.  Place the slices of egg-soaked bread gently into 
the frying pan.

 7.  Turn each slice after a couple of minutes or 
until golden.

 8.  Stack the triangles of bread and drizzle with 
maple syrup.

 9. Eat and enjoy!

Warning: An adult helper is needed for the 
cooking stage.

Unit 1C: Poems based on 
observation and the 
senses / play-scripts
Page 52: Patterns in poems
Poems to read with the learners.

Page 53: Finding patterns in 
poems
Answers will vary; see the photocopiable page for 
examples.

Page 55: My Sense All are 
Backward
Poem to read with the learners.

Page 56: Identifying features in 
poems
Answers will vary.

Page 58: We’re going on a turkey 
hunt
Answers will vary; see the explanation under 
‘Main activities’ on page 57.

Page 60: Features of a play-
script
Play-script to read with the learners.

Page 62: Planning a play
Answers will vary; see the explanation under 
‘Main activities’ on page 61.

Page 63: Play-script planning frame
Answers will vary; see the explanation under 
‘Main activities’ on page 61.

Page 65: Play-script success criteria
Success criteria to help the learners write a play-script.

Page 67: Technical vocabulary
Play: A story told by actors on a stage.

Play-script: A script written for a play.
Narrator: Someone who tells or recounts the 

story.
Actors: People who act out the parts of the 

characters in the play-script.
Characters: People in the play-script.

Acts: Chapters in a play.
Scene: Where the drama or action is 

happening.
Scenery: Background to show where the 

scene is set.
Stage: Place of action.
Props: Objects needed for the play.

Costumes: Clothes for actors.

Unit 2A: Myths, legends and 
fables
Pages 69–70: The Legend of the 
Three Sisters
Legend to read with the learners.

Page 72: Synonym swap
 1. Answers will vary, for example:

  deep hole – cavernous pit

  huge, evil – gigantic, nasty

  feast – scoff

  harsh and horrible – cruel and ghastly

  feared – dreaded

  creep very quietly – tiptoe very gently

 2. Answers will vary, for example:

  

happy pleased delighted glad
afraid frightened anxious scared
quick rapid swift fast
closed locked shut bolted
fat plump chubby tubby
bad dishonest wicked naughty

 3. Answers will vary, for example:

He shut, locked and bolted the heavy wooden door; 
it would remain firmly closed for a very long time.
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Page 74: Verb tenses
 1. Past 

tense
Present 

tense
Future 
tense

I fixed I am fixing I will fix
I stood I am standing I will stand
I pulled I am pulling I will pull

I painted I am painting I will paint
I slid I am sliding I will slide

 2. Past 
tense

Present 
tense

Future 
tense

I made I am making I will make
I sang I am singing I will sing
I swam I am 

swimming
I will swim

I drank I am drinking I will drink

 3.  Answers will vary; see the photocopiable page 
for an example.

Page 76: Two Fast Runners
Story to read with the learners.

Page 77: Features of myths and 
legends
Answers will vary, depending on which myths and 
legends have been read, for example for Two Fast 
Runners:

Name 
of 

myth 
or 

legend

Characters Setting Events Themes

Two 
Fast 
Runners

Antelope

Deer

Prairie

Timber

Two 
races

We are all 
good at 
different 
things

The reason 
deer have 
no 
gallbladder 
and 
antelopes 
no dew-
claw

Page 79: Have you seen …
The learners do the activity as described on the 
photocopiable page.

Page 80: Character portrait
The learners do the activity as described on the 
photocopiable page.

Page 82: Story structure
Answers will vary, depending on which story is used, 
for example for ‘Perseus and the Gorgon Medusa’ from 
Greek Myths:

The introduction – characters and setting
A Greek island
A banished daughter, Danae, and her baby, 
Perseus
Put in a chest and thrown out to sea
The chest is found by an evil king who instantly 
falls in love with Danae

The problem  – how the story builds up
The king sends a now-adult Perseus on a 
seemingly impossible quest to bring him 
Medusa’s head
Perseus receives ‘gifts’ to help him – winged 
sandals, shield, sack, sword / sickle – which help 
him overcome problems on the journey

The main event – what goes wrong, what 
needs sorting out
The quest:
Eventually, after visiting the greyones and 
tricking them into giving him directions, flying 
over the sea using winged sandals, overcoming 
problems, and so on, Perseus reaches Medusa’s 
home

The resolution – how the problem gets sorted 
out
Perseus keeps to the ‘rules’ of avoiding looking 
straight at Medusa by only looking at her 
reflection in a shield
He cuts off Medusa’s  head and places it in the 
sack he was given

The ending – tying up the loose ends
Perseus returns to his mother just as a wedding 
ceremony is about to begin
He warns his mother not to look
Removes the head from the sack and shows it to 
the king
The king is instantly turned to stone
Perseus and his mother are now free

Page 83: Storyboarding
The learners do the activity as described on the 
photocopiable page.

Page 85: Omission snap!
he is – he’s  I will – I’ll  she would – she’d

we are – we’re  I would – I’d  I am – I’m

they have – they’ve  you would – you’d

she is – she’s  they will – they’ll

he would – he’d  it is – it’s  I have – I’ve

they would – they’d  you are – you’re

were not – weren’t
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Page 86: Opening sentences with 
adverbs
 1. Answers will vary, for example:

  a) Tiredly, everyone feared the Bunyip.

  b) Quietly, the girls passed the hole.

  c) Suddenly, the centipede appeared.

  d)  Gently, Tyawan glided down to the forest 
floor.

  e)  Carefully, he searched and searched for his 
magic bone.

  f) Quickly, the antelope ran ahead of the deer.

 2. Answers will vary, for example:

   Angrily, the deer challenged the antelope to a 
second race.

Page 88: Planning frame for a 
myth or legend
Answers will vary, depending on which story 
is used, but should be similar to photocopiable 
page 82, with the addition of pictures, symbols, 
and so on.

Page 90: Compound-sentences 
game
Answers will vary, for example:

She crept slowly past the cave while the Bunyip 
was asleep.

Page 92: Success criteria
Success criteria to help the learners write a myth 
or legend.

Page 94: Character profi le
The learners do the activity as described on 
page 93.

Unit 2B: Letters
Page 96: Three letters
Letters to read with the learners.

Page 97: Reasons for writing a 
letter
Answers will vary, depending on the letters, for 
example for the first letter on photocopiable 
page 96:

What is
the 

purpose of 
the letter?

Which 
words tell

us the 
purpose?

What is the 
format? (letter, 

card, email or 
postcard)

To complain angry, 
ridiculous, 
furiously

letter

Page 99: Writing postcards
The learners complete the postcards as described on 
page 98.

Page 101: Letter-writing 
template
The learners do the activities as described on 
pages 100 and 105.

Page 102: Features of a letter
Answers will vary, depending on the letters chosen.

Page 104: Good and bad 
synonyms
 1. Good Bad

good unpleasant
super terrible
good unpleasant
super terrible
wonderful gruesome
excellent nasty
splendid horrible
lovely ghastly
fantastic dreadful
great grim
marvellous awful
brilliant miserable
outstanding distressing
awesome
magnificent

 2. Answers will vary, for example:

   Good: good →→ lovely → super → great → 
splendid → magnificent → wonderful → 
awesome → marvellous → fantastic → brilliant 
→ outstanding → excellent

   Bad: unpleasant → grim → dreadful → awful 
→ miserable → distressing → horrible → nasty 
→ terrible → ghastly → gruesome

Page 106: Thank-you letterPage 106: Thank-you letter
Compound words

Answers are shown in order on the photocopiable 
page.

Mixed-up letter

556 Sunny View Drive

Peterstown Village

Sunshine County

8 September 2013

Dear Su,

Thank you so much for coming to my party; I was 
really glad you could come. It was so good that so 
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many of my friends and family could make it, and 
I felt very fortunate.

I also wanted to say a very big thank you for 
my fantastic gift. How did you know I collected 
elephants? It was very thoughtful of you and I 
love the expression on his face. He is now sitting 
at the desk with me watching me write this letter!

I hope we get the chance to meet up again before 
the summer as I didn’t really get to talk to you 
about your new school and find out how you are 
getting on.

Kindest regards to you and your family,

Asim

Page 108: A letter to the police
Letter to read with the learners.

Page 110: Singular and plural 
investigation
Answers will vary; see the photocopiable page for 
examples.

Page 111: Postcard plurals
holidays places hotels cars flowers
walks sights beaches lollies fireworks

Page 113: Writing frame for a 
formal letter
The learners do the activity as described on 
page 112.

Page 114: Formal letter success 
criteria
Success criteria to help the learners write a formal 
letter.

Page 116: What’s missing?
Answers will vary; see page 115 under ‘Main 
activities’ for examples.

Page 118: Plural match
city: cities (add ‘-ies’)

monkey: monkeys (add ‘-s’)

tooth: teeth (change word)

fox: foxes (add ‘-es’)

loaf: loaves (add ‘-ves’)

witch: witches (add ‘-es’)

person: people (change word)

toy: toys (add ‘-s’)

desk: desks (add ‘-s’)

sheep: sheep (do not change word)

dish: dishes (add ‘-es’)

brush: brushes (add ‘-es’)

window: windows (add ‘-s’)

wolf: wolves (add ‘-ves’)

tune: tunes (add ‘-s’)

party: parties (add ‘-ies’)

jelly: jellies (add ‘-ies’)

donkey: donkeys (add ‘-s’)

child: children (change word)

mouse: mice (change word)

kitten: kittens (add ‘-s’)

berry: berries (add ‘-ies’)
leaf: leaves (add ‘-ves’)
day: days (add ‘-s’)
tick: ticks (add ‘-s’)
baby: babies (add ‘-ies’)
goose: geese (change word)

calf: calves (add ‘-ves’)

puppy: puppies (add ‘-ies’)

shoe: shoes (add ‘-s’)

Unit 2C: Poems from 
different cultures
Page 120: Poems from different 
cultures
Poems to read with the learners.

Page 121: Poetry response
Answers will vary; see page 119 under ‘Main 
activities’ for examples.

Page 123: Old Man Platypus
Poem to read with the learners.

Page 124: My Sari
Poem to read with the learners.

Page 126: Poems and stories
Poems Stories

They tend to be 
short.

Some can be thousands of 
words long, over 
hundreds of pages.

Sometimes they are 
divided into verses.

They are divided into 
paragraphs and chapters.

They can have a 
rhythm or beat 
when you read 
them.

They are written left to 
right, making a rectangle 
shape on the page.

The words can make 
a shape on the page.
The words can make 
a pattern on the 
page.

They sometimes 
have rhyming 
words.
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Page 128: Spot the theme
Answers will vary, as explained on page 127.

Page 130: Same word – different 
meaning
Answers will vary, for example:

Example of 
meaning 1

Word
Example of 
meaning 2

Don’t skip a 
chapter or the book 
won’t make sense.

skip You can either 
skip, hop or jump 
in the race.

Our teacher next 
term will be Miss 
Budinger.

miss My brother always 
scores a goal, while 
I always miss.

I am going to stay 
indoors and draw a 
picture while it is 
raining.

draw Neither team won. 
It was a draw.

Bill Clinton was an 
American 
president.

Bill My father must 
pay his tax bill by 
the end of January.

I don’t like it when 
people call me a kid.

kid The goat had three 
kids.

To get to the bank 
you must turn left 
at the crossroads.

left After I bought the 
toy I had been 
saving up for, I had 
no money left.

My birthday is on 
24 May.

May Please may I leave 
the table?

My sister likes to 
paint her nails 
bright colours.

nail I hammered a nail 
into the wall so I 
could hang up a 
nice photograph.

The material of my 
sari is very fine.

fine It rained all 
morning but the 
afternoon turned 
out fine.

To light a candle 
you need to strike a 
match.

match I go to a football 
match every 
Saturday 
afternoon.

I caught a cold and 
couldn’t stop 
sneezing.

cold It was so cold it 
started to snow.

I’m short-sighted 
and have to wear 
glasses to see the 
board.

glasses We had a beautiful 
set of six glasses but 
I broke one when I 
washed it up.

After a visit from 
her fairy godmother, 
Cinderella went to 
the ball.

ball You need a ball to 
play lots of sports, 
such a tennis, 
cricket and football.

There are six marks 
available for this 
question.

mark I tried to wash the 
dirty mark out of 
my blouse but it 
left a stain.

Page 131: Poetic devices
 1. Answers will vary, for example:

  a) As tall as a grandfather clock.

  b) Eyes like emeralds.

  c) With teeth like daggers.

 2. Hold your tongue. – Keep quiet.

  I have heavy eyes. – I’m feeling sleepy.

   To rub someone up the wrong way. – To 
annoy or irritate someone.

   Let the cat out of the bag. – Give away a secret.

  Down in the mouth. – Feeling sad.

   The future looks bright. – Things are going to 
be good.

 3. Answers will vary, for example:

  His bedroom was a pigsty.

Page 133: Writing frame for a poem
Answers will vary; see the photocopiable page for 
examples.

Page 135: ‘My Sari’ by Debjani 
Chatterjee
Answers will vary, for example:

 1. Alternate lines rhyme.
 2. A young girl who is happy and smiling.
 3. It gives her a warm, happy feeling.
 4. Learner drawings.

Unit 3A: Adventure and 
mystery stories
Page 137: Book review
The learners review books, as explained on page 136.

Page 139: Finding the key 
features of an adventure story
Answers will vary, depending on which books 
have been read, for example for Into the Forest:

Name of book Into the Forest
Information about 
the main 
characters: How 
do they look, 
behave and feel 
during the story?

Ordinary boy with brown 
hair and a stripy top
He is scared, frightened, upset
He is adventurous and brave
He feels worry, cold, 
excitement and happiness

Information about 
the setting at the 
beginning, middle 
and end of the 
story.

Beginning: A bedroom on a 
stormy, thunder-and-
lightning-filled night
Middle: A scary dark forest 
where the main character 
meets an array of sad and 
unusual people
End: His grandma’s house, 
then back home
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Information about 
the problem.

He doesn’t know where his 
dad is or when he’s coming 
back
He sets off on a journey, 
and can take the long way 
or the shorter route, which 
takes him through the 
forest

Most exciting part 
of the book: 
Where is the 
tension at its 
highest?

Where he feels like someone 
is following him, just before 
he arrives at his grandma’s 
house

Page 141: Mapping an adventure 
story
Answers will vary, as described on page 140.

Page 143: Creating a mood 
graph
Answers will vary, as described on page 142. Look 
for the learners to notice changes in the mood 
within the story (the levels of mood may vary).

Page 145: Two very different 
settings
Answers will vary, for example:

 1.  See: Familiar home scene: furniture, carpet, and 
so on; looking out the window onto a familiar 
street, with trees, birds, traffic, passers-by

   Hear: Faint noise of cars and traffic in the 
street; voices outside; and voices / singing on 
a radio

   Feel: Warmth, and a soft cushion

   Smell: Food cooking, the familiar smell of 
home, fresh laundry, and so on

   Taste: The last thing she’d eaten / toothpaste

 2. See: Very little, due to the darkness

   Hear: Drip-drip noise and the sound of her 
own movements

   Feel: Cold, slimey, wet, dampness underneath 
her as she crawls along

  Smell: A damp, mouldy, unpleasant smell

  Taste: Nothing except the taste of fear

Page 147: Speech bubbles and 
direct speech
Answers will vary, for example:

“Why did you have to come?” asked Jack.

“It’s not my fault. I didn’t want to come to this 
awful place. It scares me,” answered Rose.

“Don’t be so wet. That’s kids’ stuff,” said Jack.

“We have to be back by lunchtime …” said Rose.

Page 149: Planning frame for an 
adventure story
Answers will vary, as described on page 148.

Page 151: Pronouns
Answers will vary, for example:

At night Jack slept soundly in his room, but Rose 
would lie awake, listening to the noises of the 
night. Sometimes Jack crept into Rose’s room to 
frighten her, for he knew that she was afraid of the 
dark.

Rose was frightened of the tunnel and so she 
waited for Jack to come out again. She waited and 
waited, but he did not come. She was close to 
tears. What could she do? She had to follow Jack 
into the tunnel.

Page 153: Two brothers
The learners do the activity as described on 
page 152.

Page 155: Adventure story 
success criteria
Success criteria to help the learners write an 
adventure story.

Page 157: Adventure cards
The learners do the activities as described on 
page 156.

Unit 3B: Non-chronological 
reports
Page 159: Organising books in a 
library
The learners do the activity as described on 
page 158 under ‘Main activities’.

Page 161: Key features of report 
texts
The learners do the activities as described on 
page 160.

Page 163: The ordinary Ancient 
Egyptians
Report text to read with the learners.

Page 165: Comparing reports
The learners complete the table; look for clear 
differences between the text types used.

Page 167: Ancient Egyptian 
report
Answers will vary; see page 166 under ‘Starter’ for an 
example.
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Page 169: Illustrations for an 
Ancient Egyptian report
The learners do the activity as described on page 
168 under ‘Main activities’.

Page 171: Technical vocabulary 
game
The learners play the game as described on 
page 170.

Definitions will vary, for example:

Hieroglyphics: The Ancient Egyptian writing 
system.

Pharaohs: Leaders of the Ancient Egyptians.

Mummification: The process of preserving a 
body after death.

Shaduf: A tool used to water crops.

Scribe: An Ancient Egyptian who could read and 
write.

Amulet: A charm that protects the person 
wearing it.

Nile: The longest river in Egypt.

Pyramids: Structures the Ancient Egyptians 
built.

Archaeologist: Someone who examines ancient 
sites and objects to learn about the past.

Artefacts: Interesting objects.

Papyrus: The material Ancient Egyptians used 
for paper.

Tutankhamen: The most famous of the 
Pharaohs.

Page 173: Success criteria for a 
report text
Success criteria to help the learners write a report text.

Page 175: Secrets of the 
Pharaohs
The learners do the activity as described on page 
174 under ‘Written assessment’.

Unit 3C: Humorous poems
Page 177: Limericks
Limericks to read with the learners.

Page 178: Humorous poems
Poems to read with the learners.

Page 180: Tongue-twisters
Tongue-twisters to read with the learners.

Page 181: What makes a poem 
funny?
Answers will vary; see the photocopiable page for 
examples.

Pages 183–84: The Dark Avenger
Poem to read with the learners.

Page 186: Comparing two 
poems
The learners complete the table as described on 
page 185 under ‘Main activities ’.

Page 188: Planning a limerick
The learners write limericks; see the photocopiable 
page for ideas to get them started.

Page 190: Success criteria for a 
humorous poem
Success criteria to help the learners write a poem.

Page 192: The Dark Avenger
Answers will vary, for example:

 1.  A dog. His personality is not as his name 
suggests!

 2.  a)  The two differing views on the same 
events; one dramatic, one more mundane.

  b)  The way it is read with two different voices.

 3.  He admires him; he thinks he is brave / 
terrifying / intelligent / clever / sly / cunning 
/ meticulous / powerful.

 4.  He has a good imagination / stretches the 
truth to make it sound more exciting!

 5.  The poem is better read out loud or performed, 
as the two characters – the dog and the boy – 
have distinctly differing recall of the same event.

 6.  The learners draw a picture; look for features 
that match either of the two character 
descriptions of the dog in the poem.


